prty of the angle of convergence, by which the most m inute differences i the distances of objects and the slightest relief on their surfaces can be elected, and by which also in the abnormal conversion introduced in its siion by the pseudoscope all our sensations are reversed. Therefore the pudoscope is the great test of the phenomena of binocular vision ; for V reversing certain sensations which by constant habit we may hardly Pice, it renders them more conspicuous by the comparison of the abnornl state brought out by its action, and proves the theory of binocular vion in the most effective manner. A truth is never better established than when it can be shown th at the sne principles are capable of producing contrary effects when they are rplied in a contrary way. Professor W heatstone, by adding the pseudoscope to the stereoscope, has tas in the most scientific and ingenious manner completed his splendid ticovery, and left very little (wc m ight almost venture to say th at he has It nothing) for further investigations in the physiology of binocular non. In the year 1853 Dr. R utherford, of the Royal M ilitary Academy, Wool-T ch, sent a paper on the Com putation of th e value of tt to the Royal Sciety, and the paper was published in the * Proceedings' of that learned idy*. The value of if is there given to 607 decimals, the first 440 being te joint production of D r. R utherford and th e author of this paper, and te remaining 167 decimals having been calculated by the present writer, f the accuracy of which he alone is responsible. Subsequently, the -itronomer Royal, G. B. Airy, Esq., kindly presented the author's paper the Calculation of th e value of e, the base of N apier's logarithms, to 'wards of 200 decim als; the aforesaid paper also contained the Napierian •garithms of 2, 3, and 5, as well as the modulus of the common system, 'I to upwards of 200 places of decimals. This paper was not, however, liblished, but deposited in the Archives of the Royal Society ; but an absict, containing the numerical results, was printed in the ' Proceedings'j*. 1 a paper sent by the author to the Astronomer Royal, and forwarded by m to the Royal Society, will, the author believes, be found the reciprocal the prime number 17389, consisting of a circulating period of no less an 17388 decimals, the largest on record. Some few remarks are also ven touching circulates generally, and the easiest modes of obtaining them. ' lie writer now desires to supplement what he then did, by giving the numerical value of Euler's constant, which is largely employed in « it nitesimal Calculus," to a greater extent than has hitherto, been found a free from error. * In Crelle's Journal for 1860, vol. lx. p. 375, M. Oettinger has cont buted an article on Euler's constant, and especially on " certain disci pancies " in the value given by former mathematical writers. Adopti the formula there employed, as being well adapted for the purpose, t writer of this paper has both corrected and extended what has been p viously d o n e; and as very great care has been bestowed upon the calt lations, so as to exclude error, he confidently believes that his results ai as far as they go, absolutely correct. H e may remark that, since t separate values of n in the formula (which, see below) produce identi results as far as they go, and the higher the value of n the more nea;
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we can approximate to the value of the constant, we thus have sufficie proof afforded of the correctness of the value found when is 10, 20, £ or 100. I f the w riter can command sufficient leisure, he may resume t calculation by and by, and, making n 1000, he may thus verify, as well extend, the value of Euler's constant given in this paper. The numbe 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, and 1000, especially 10 and its integral powers, i more easily handled than others, particularly in those terms of the formii w hich contain Bernoulli's numbers. The harmonic progression is ht **sum m ed" much further than was requisite for finding E to 50 or 55 d cimals ; but this was of some importance in ensuring correctness in ti •decimal expression of each of the higher terms of S100 and S200. It m be observed th at the numbers of decimal places in E, obtained from n beii [April H ence we see th a t 54 decimal places are correct in th e value of E (m beg 200) last given in th e paper dated M arch 2, 1867,-also th at 59 decirs are correct in th e value of E when » = 5 0 0 . W hen n-1000, probabljS decimals in th e value o f E are correct. From th e above we m ay fairly infer th a t when n is increased in a trical ratio, th e corresponding num ber of decimals obtained in the vah of E increases only in som ething like an arithmetical one, and that pn bably from 50,000 to 100,000 term s in th e H arm onic Progression won! require to be summed in order to obtain 100 places of decimals in the vah o f E, E u ler's constant.
